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in addition to the above, winwedge pro also comes with a program called direct data entry that is designed to input data into any program that supports dde.
so, you can use it to input data directly into any program that does not have a serial port. the nice thing about direct data entry is that you can define hot

keys that you can assign to any command or action that you want to perform with a device and then you can define macros to perform those hot keys.
winwedge pro 3.1 is an update of the original winwedge pro 3.0. there are a number of new features and enhancements. it is now a.net application and can
run on windows xp and above. winwedge pro 3.1 is freely distributed. please contact us for the latest version and licensing information. winwedge pro 3.1 is

the complete serial data acquisition solution. with a com port, you can capture data from any rs232 instrument and display it in any windows application.
also, winwedge pro 3.1 supports multiple com ports. with a push of a button, you can switch from one port to the next. using an innovative command-line

script, winwedge pro 3.1 is a very fast data acquisition solution. winwedge pro 3.1 was designed for easy data acquisition. you can enter the device
parameters, send commands to the device, and start the data capture. you can also easily display data in a table or in any windows application. you can also

capture and display data from multiple serial ports. winwedge pro 3.1 comes with a command-line script to easily set up your device. the script will
automatically detect your device and enter the proper settings. enter the data from your device and you can even control winwedge with hotkeys or buttons.

by using the script, you do not have to manually enter the device settings.
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winwedge pro is a complete data collection and data analysis solution. it can transfer data from
virtually any rs232 device to virtually any windows application including even legacy windows

applications. winwedge pro is designed for the most common data collection applications including
excel, access, lims, mmi, and many others. it is not designed to convert legacy applications into a

windows program. it is not designed to be a database management system or mmis. it is not
designed to be a plug-in for a programming language. it is not designed to be a replacement for a

custom data collection system. winwedge pro is a high performance data collection and data
analysis solution that works with virtually any windows program including your database application.
it is not a replacement for your existing system. it does not contain database and data management
tools. winwedge is a data collection and analysis solution. winwedge pro is designed to transfer data

from virtually any device running an rs232 protocol to virtually any windows application. it is not
designed to convert legacy windows applications into a windows program. it is not designed to be a

database management system or an mmis. it is not designed to be a plug-in for a programming
language. winwedge pro is a windows application that collects data from any rs232 device and sends
that data to virtually any windows application. winwedge pro is not designed to be a replacement for
your existing data collection system. winwedge pro is a windows application that collects data from
virtually any rs232 device and sends that data to virtually any windows application. winwedge pro is

not designed to be a replacement for your existing data collection system. 5ec8ef588b
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